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1 Abstract 
A prototype of a coupled climate-ice sheet model has been developed by the work package 1.1.3 

"IskappeANT." The coupled system comprises the climate model EC-Earth and the Parallel Ice Sheet Model 

(PISM), representing Antarctica. Since the direct implementation of the involved processes, such as the 

implementation of ice shelf geometries, the ocean-ice shelf interaction, or the computation of the surface 

mass balance, would exceed the funding period of one year, we exploit state-of-the-art parameterizations. 

However, the robust system is open for enhancements in consecutive steps afterward and allows exploring 

scientific frontiers. The coupled system is one of the first state-of-the-art global climate models where the 

climate system interacts with the Antarctic ice sheet and its fringing ice shelves. This ambitious package 

includes these tasks: infrastructure to run the Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM) version 1.1.4 and version 1.2, 

setup and configuration of PISM to simulate Antarctica as a standalone model, coupling infrastructure, and 

first coupled simulations. This document describes the design decisions of the coupling. It presents the 

analysis of the preindustrial climate state in the Southern Ocean and across Antarctica. These states are 

subject to sufficiently large biases suggesting anomaly coupling between the climate model and the ice sheet 

model as an adequate coupling strategy.  

2 Resumé 
WP 1.1.3 “IskappeANT” har udviklet en prototype af et koblet klima-iskappe modelsystem. Det koblede 

system består af klimamodellen EC-Earth og iskappemodellen PISM, der repræsenterer den Antarktiske 

iskappe. Vi benytter os af de nyeste state-of-the-art parameteriseringer, da den direkte implementering af de 

involverede processer, fx ishylde-geometrier, vekselvirkningen mellem hav og ishylde eller beregningen af 

overflademassbalancen er for omfattende til et 1-årigt projekt.  Modelsystemet vil løbende kunne udvikles og 

gør det muligt at afprøve nye videnskabelige metoder. Det koblede system er blandt de første globale 

klimamodeller, der er fuldt koblet til en model af den Antaktiske iskappe og de omkransende ishylder. Denne 

ambitiøse arbejdspakke indeholder følgende opgaver: 

Infrastruktur til at køre PISM version 1.1.4 og 1.2, opsætning og konfiguration af PISM for stand-alone 

simulering af Antarktis, infrastruktur til kobling mellem klima- og iskappemodel og de første koblede 

modelkørsler. Denne rapport beskriver de overordnede beslutninger i forhold til koblingsstrategien. Den 

præsenterer en analyse af det før-industrielle klima for Antarktis og Sydhavet. Dette klima har så store bias 

at det vil være mest oplagt at anvende anomalier i koblingen mellem klima- og iskappemodel. 

3 Introduction 
The Danish National Centre for Climate Research (Nationalt Center for Klimaforskning, NCKF) has 

completed its first year in 2020. It has been a source of funding for the Danish Meteorological Institute and 

collaborators for climate change related research during this year. The 18 work packages fall under four 

general themes:  

1. Arctic and Antarctic Research 

2. Climate change in the near future 

3. Use of climate data 

4. Support for the IPCC 

 

The work package 1.1.3 (IskappeANT) contributes to the general themes 1, 2, and 4. With a clear focus on 

Antarctica (theme 1) and planned studies addressing the future of the Antarctic ice sheet (theme 2), it will 

contribute naturally to the ongoing ISMIP6 (Ice Sheet Model Intercomparison Project for CMIP6; 

https://www.wcrp-climate.org/modelling-wgcm-mip-catalogue/cmip6-endorsed-mips-article/1049-modelling-

cmip6-ismip) activities (theme 3). This work package interacts with the work package 1.1.1. (Indlandsisen). 

However, Greenland and Antarctica are different and it requires tailored approaches to couple the ice sheet 

model with the climate model. For ice sheets, the accumulation of precipitation, commonly fallen as snow, 

represents mass input that drives ice sheet growth. For Greenland, the ice loss occurs predominately by the 
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melting of the ice surface. In contrast, ocean-driven processes control the mass loss in Antarctica. 

Furthermore, the term ice sheet model stands for an ice sheet model also representing ice shelves if not 

otherwise said. 

3.1 Ice Sheets 
Along the low elevated margins of the Greenland ice sheet, melted snow and ice runs off if it does not 

refreeze in the local snowpack (Langen et al., 2015; Mottram et al., 2017; Vizcaino et al., 2015). The ice 

mass is reduced by this runoff (Rignot et al., 2020; Sasgen et al., 2012; Shepherd et al., 2012). For 

continued climate warming, amplified ice loss by enhanced surface melting seems inevitable (Vizcaino et al., 

2015)(Madsen 2021 -- Climate Dynamics). Thereby surface processes are central for the coupling between a 

climate model and an ice sheet model representing the Greenland ice sheet. 

 

Figure 1 Sketch of the essential ice mass gain process (snowfall) and ice mass loss processes (basal 
melting of floating ice shelves and iceberg calving) that control the shape of Antarctica. 

3.2 Antarctica 
The region around the Southern Pole hosts the Antarctica Ice Sheet. At the pole, the ice sheet elevates 

2800 m above sea level, and the plateau of the Antarctica Ice Sheet rises about 3000 m above sea level 

(Fretwell et al., 2013). The mean ice thickness of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet and East Antarctic Ice Sheet 

is 1048 m and 2146 m, respectively (Lythe and Vaughan, 2001). The Antarctic Ice Sheet, including the 

fringing ice shelves, has a volume of 26.9 106 km3 (Fretwell et al., 2013) and covers 13.9 106 km2. The sea 

level potential of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet and East Antarctic Ice Sheet is 4.3 m and 53.3 m, respectively 

(Fretwell et al., 2013). Around Antarctica flows the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) through the Drake 

Passage with a baroclinic transport of 134 Sv (Cunningham, 2003);1Sv=106 m3/s. The sum of the baroclinic 

and barotropic transport reaches 173 Sv (Donohue et al., 2016). It is the most vital circulation pattern on 

earth, representing 173 times the freshwater flow of all rivers globally. These settings control the climate 

conditions that inhibit widespread surface melting. Even though surface melting occurs along the Antarctica 

Peninsula (Krinner et al., 2006; Kuipers Munneke et al., 2012, 2018), this melting will grow further for 

ongoing climate warming (Krinner et al., 2006; Trusel et al., 2015). Also detected supraglacial surface lakes 
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(Stokes et al., 2019) and observed melting on ice shelves surrounding Antarctica (Bell et al., 2018) shows 

that runoff exists. 

3.2.1 Mass Balance of Antarctica 

In the Ross Ice Shelf sector of the Western Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS), atmospheric conditions related to a 

strong El Nino drove surface melting in 2016 (Nicolas et al., 2017). Otherwise, surface melting has been 

detected before across the Antarctica Ice Sheet (Liston and Winther, 2005; Schlatter, 1972; Tedesco, 2009). 

However, these melting events do not change the mass balance because it refreezes regionally in the 

snowpack (Agosta et al., 2019; Liston and Winther, 2005; Schlatter, 1972). 

For Antarctica's total mass balance, the runoff producing surface melting is neglectable (Rignot et al., 2019; 

Shepherd et al., 2019; Wingham et al., 2018) . Instead, ocean-driven basal melting of flowing ice shelves 

and iceberg calving are the processes driving ice mass loss. Although the relative contribution of iceberg 

calving versus basal melting varies between 10% and 90% for individual ice shelves (Depoorter et al., 2013), 

the average fraction is about 1:1 across Antarctica (Depoorter et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2015; Rignot et al., 

2013). 

The balance between mass gain by precipitation and the mass loss of basal ice-shelf melting and iceberg 

calving determines Antarctica's sea-level contribution ( Figure). In recent decades, heavier precipitation 

across Antarctica has increased the mass inflow (Bromwich et al., 2011; Frieler et al., 2015; Medley and 

Thomas, 2019), while also enhanced discharge reduced ice mass loss (Rignot et al., 2013), although 

decadal variability is strong (Velicogna et al., 2020). 

3.3 Ocean-Ice Shelf Interaction 
Modeling ocean-ice shelf interaction is challenging because the ocean (Nakayama et al., 2014) and the ice 

shelves (Goldberg et al., 2019) need to be resolved at sufficiently high resolution. It is also necessary to 

describe adequately the process chain leading to the ocean-ice shelf interaction (Dinniman et al., 2016). 

Atmospheric forcing, such as easterly winds flowing along the coast of Antarctica, shapes via Ekman 

transport the Antarctic Slope Current (Thompson et al., 2018). Although the regional conditions differ, two 

distinct modes are defined. The first mode is characterized by a distinctive baroclinic structure that acts as a 

gate preventing the penetration of warm water masses onto the continental shelf (Darelius et al., 2016; 

Spence et al., 2014). The regions in front of the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf and Ross Ice Self are prominent 

examples. In the second mode, Ekman transport lifts warm water masses enabling the flow of warm water 

masses on the continental shelf (Jenkins et al., 2018; Spence et al., 2014); The Amundsen Sea is a typical 

example.  

The competition between atmospheric and ocean processes (Smith et al., 2020), which are the boosted 

mass gain in East Antarctica (Harig and Simons, 2015; Medley and Thomas, 2019) and enhanced mass loss 

along the coast in West Antarctica and the Antarctic Penisula (Harig and Simons, 2015), leads to a net ice 

loss (Velicogna et al., 2020). A recent study highlights that any simulated sea-level change depends strongly 

on the implemented and applied precipitation condition (Rodehacke et al., 2020). Hence, it is open if the 

recently simulated positive sea-level contributions are robust (Golledge et al., 2015; Mengel et al., 2015; 

Winkelmann et al., 2012, 2015). Nevertheless, ongoing changes in the atmosphere and ocean have driven 

recent ice loss by ocean processes (Shepherd et al., 2019).  

Since the ocean determines ice loss, it has been proposed to block the flow of warm water towards 

Antarctica to mitigate Antarctica's sea-level contribution (Moore et al., 2018). Simplified simulation of the ice 

sheet via a flow line model supports this idea (Wolovick and Moore, 2018). However, ocean simulations 

resolving the ocean-ice shelf interaction highlight that such a wall redirects warm water mass to other ice 

shelves, where the melting is amplified (Gürses et al., 2019). 

3.4 Coupling between and Ice Sheet and Climate Model 
Since the ocean-ice shelf processes are central for Antarctica's mass balance, ocean and ice sheet/ice-shelf 

models have been coupled (Favier et al., 2019; Timmermann and Goeller, 2017). In these model systems, a 

changing ice shelf geometry and a moving grounding line affect both submodels. Hence, such models are a 

valuable tool to study this dynamic system. A different approach is taken by Kreuzer (Kreuzer et al., 2020) by 

coupling the ocean model MOM5 with the Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM) via the PICO model (Reese et al., 
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2018). As part of PISM, the PICO model simulates the overturning circulation in shelf ice caverns. PICO is 

based on a box model representing the "ice pump" circulation (Olbers and Hellmer, 2010). These coupled 

ocean-ice sheet models do not include any atmospheric processes or any feedback between ocean and 

atmosphere. Thus, the ocean-ice shelf interaction does not impact the atmosphere. Hence, it is unclear how 

to handle a retreating ice shelf because it would make any existing climatological atmospheric forcing 

obsolete. Therefore, amplifying or damping effects by a changing atmosphere, which enhances or inhibits 

the flow of warm water masses into ice shelf caverns, are not represented.  

The climate-ice sheet interaction has been implemented at various levels of sophistication. Based on 

coupled ocean-atmosphere simulations, Abe-Ouchi at al. (Abe-Ouchi et al., 2013) developed a climate 

parameterization to perform stand-alone ice-sheet simulations. The integration of ice sheet models 

representing Antarctica has been done in earth system models of intermediate complexity (EMIC). For 

instance, Golledge et al. (Golledge et al., 2019) 

have coupled the EMIC LoveClim with the PISM. 

Sadai et al. (Sadai et al., 2020) simulate the 

climate response in a model of higher complexity 

and resolution. During the climate simulations, 

they apply freshwater and heat flux fields obtained 

from pre-computed stand-alone ice-sheet 

simulations. These ice sheet simulations are 

driven by climate conditions from the same climate 

model under a standard setup. Besides these 

peer-reviewed publications, other efforts are 

ongoing. UKESM1 and, in particular, its ocean 

model NEMO, is coupled with the ice sheet model 

BISICLES (Siahaan and Smith, 2019). The 

Exascale Earth System Model (E3SM) shall be 

coupled with the MPAS-Albany Ice Sheet model 

(Asay-Davis, 2019). 

In our work, we use the SCOPE (Gierz et al., 

2020) to couple our climate model EC-Earth with 

the Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM). Scope 

implements the coupling via the exchange of 

forcing files between two single simulations of the 

climate model. Since EC-Earth does not resolve 

the ice shelf cavities, we exploit the PICO 

parameterization to implement the ocean-ice shelf 

coupling. 

4 Models 
The characteristics of the climate model EC-Earth and the Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM) are summarized. 

4.1 EC-Earth 
The climate model EC-Earth (version 3.3) is a fully coupled atmosphere-ocean-sea ice-land model. It 

comprises the atmosphere model IFS (Integrated Forecasting System, cycle 36r4), the ocean model NEMO 

(version 3.6), the Louvain-la-Neuve sea Ice Model version 3, and the H-TESSEL surface scheme. The 

coupling between the atmosphere and ocean-sea ice is established via the Ocean Atmosphere Sea Ice Soil 

coupler version 3 – OASIS3 (Craig et al., 2017).  

The atmosphere is a primitive equation model from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 

Forecasts (ECMWF). Horizontally, it has a spectral resolution of T255, corresponding to about 80 km, and 91 

levels resolve the vertical up to an air pressure of 1 hPa. The NEMO ocean uses the ORCA1 configuration 

with a spatial resolution of about 1° around Antarctica. In the vertical, the z-coordinate has 75 layers with a 

Figure 2 The temporal evolution of the ice enthalpy 
cross the entire Antarctic Ice Sheet. The thick green 
line shows the ensemble mean value while the 
downward/upward-directed triangles represent the 
ensemble maximum and minimum, respectively. For 
these simulations, all mass fluxes across the outer 
ice boundaries are inhibited while the temperature 

field evolves freely. 
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generally downward increasing layer thickness from 1 m to 200 m. The LIM3 ice model uses five ice 

thickness categories.  

4.2 Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM) 
In this study, we use the Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM, version 1.2) that combines the shallow ice 

approximation (SIA) and shallow shelf approximation (SSA) on an equidistant grid. The basal resistance is 

implemented as plastic till by a Mohr-Coulomb formula to compute the yield stress (Bueler and Brown, 2009; 

Schoof, 2006). We apply a Positive Degree Day (PDD) formulation to determine the surface mass balance 

(Hock, 2003; Reeh, 1991) to allow for potential melting under extreme warming scenarios. 

 

Figure 3 As in Figure 2, the temporal evolution of the Antarctica Ice Sheet. The subfigures a) and b) 
depicts the development of the area covered by cold and temperate ice, respectively. The subfigures 
c) and d) show the related evolution of the cold and temperate ice volume, respectively. 

The PICO model computes the basal melting in flowing ice shelves (Reese et al., 2018). It occurs in fully 

floating grid points, while the grounding line position is determined on a sub-grid space (Feldmann et al., 

2014) to interpolate basal friction. We use three calving parameterizations that work at the seaward side of 

the ice shelf margins. First, thickness calving is enforced for shelf ice at the margin with a thickness of less 

than a given threshold. The thickness threshold is determined during the spinup. Ice that crosses the 

continental shelf edge and flows into the ocean, calves. Therefore, we have defined a calving mask that 
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follows approximately the contemporary 1500 m depth contour. The third parameterization exploits the 

Eigen-calving, which evaluates the divergent strain or velocity distribution (Levermann et al., 2012). The 

related proportionality constant is determined during the spinup. Former studies have shown that his 

proportionality constant can vary by several orders of magnitude. The viscoelastic Lingle-Clark model (Bueler 

et al., 2007; Lingle and Clark, 1985) acts as an isostatic submodel without the elastic part. 

5 Coupling Strategy 
The coupling strategy follows the current state-of-the-art script-based coupling between climate models and 

ice sheet models. For the coupling, we use the SCOPE coupler (Gierz et al., 2020). In the following, we 

recap the coupling scheme. 

After running the climate models, atmospheric and oceanographic forcing fields are prepared and 

transformed onto the ice sheet grid. These climate forcing files drive the ice sheet model. Afterward, the ice 

sheet model output provides the freshwater flux from the basal melting of grounded ice. The output files also 

offer the freshwater fluxes of floating ice due to basal ice-shelf melting and iceberg calving. These are 

combined into one flux, and the associated heat to melt the related ice is calculated. Changes of the ice 

sheet geometry related to ice dynamic and the isostatic rebound compute internally in PISM give the 

updated surface elevation. A modification of ice extent produces an updated ice sheet mask. All these fields 

are transformed on the grids of the receiving climate model components. It is currently work in progress that 

these fields are read and taken into account during the restart and the next climate model simulation chunk. 

This next climate simulation starts the next loop in the coupling cycle. Before this coupling can be achieved, 

the Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM) has been spun-up. 

5.1 Ice Sheet Spin-up 
As part of the preparation before coupling EC-Earth and PISM, we have to spin up the ice sheet 

independently to reduce the drift once these two models are combined. Therefore, we start PISM from the 

currently observed geometry and run an initial simulation for a few hundred years. Afterward, we keep the 

geometry fixed by suppressing any mass flux through the outer ice interfaces (PISM flag -no_mass). We 

have to apply our climatological atmospheric forcing for about 350 000 years before achieving a thermal 

distribution in a quasi-equilibrium state. 

In the following, we discuss the spin driven by 

various combinations of parameters that 

influence the basal melting in ice shelves. We 

use a climatological mean from the RACMO 

model as atmospheric forcing (Van Wessem et 

al., 2014) and the ISMIP6 hydrographic data set 

as oceanographic forcing (). We have 

performed similar simulations, where the 

hydrographic data is the World Ocean Atlas 

2018. In addition, we plan to perform 

simulations driven by the HIRHAM model output 

over Antarctica (Nicolaj Hansen 2020; personal 

communication). 

The Antarctic Ice Sheet average enthalpy 

equilibrates faster ( Figure) than the most 

sensitive regions at the ice base. In particular, 

the area and volume of temperate ice converge 

much slower ( Figure). It is reflected in the 

slowly horizontal expansion and saturation of 

subglacial water stored in the till ( Figure). As a 

consequence, the related yield stress of the 

basal till develops gradually too. In general, this 

yield stress decreases for areas where 

Figure 4 The spatial map depicts the occurrence of 
subglacial water in basal till. The timing is relative to 
the simulation's start with disabled mass flux across 

the outer ice interfaces. 
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subglacial water has started to saturate the basal till. However, few places in central East Antarctica are 

subject to a distinct increase in yield stress ( Figure). 

 

Figure 5 Difference in the yield stress of 
basal till after 350 000 years of 
simulations with disabled mass flux 
across the outer ice interfaces. 

The ability to slide and deform ice is 

controlled by both the yield stress of basal till 

and the lowest ice layers' enthalpy, while the 

extent of temperate ice is reflected in the 

enthalpy. Since the column integrated ice 

transport depends on the spatial distribution 

of the temperate ice areas, we have to 

perform sufficiently low simulations to 

equilibrate the basal conditions. In our setup, 

these simulations run for 350 000 years. 

Afterward, we can continue with freely 

running standalone ice simulations. These 

include the full consideration of an evolving 

surface, the activation of iceberg calving, an 

evolving bedrock topography due to isostatic 

processes, for instance. 

To test the coupling, we utilize one member of the entire ensemble. As part of the developed coupling 

infrastructure, we integrated the feature to allow anomaly coupling from the climate model to the ice sheet 

model. 

Here, we follow the so-called equilibrium spinup approach, where we apply a climatological forcing until the 

ice sheet has reached its quasi-equilibrium while the final ice sheet shall match the currently observed state. 

Our target is an Antarctic Ice Sheet that comprises the major ice shelves, namely the Ross Ice Shelf in the 

Pacific sector and the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf in the Atlantic sector, and the overall ice sheet geometry 

shall resemble the current state. 

6 EC-Earth's Preindustrial Climate in Comparison to 
Climatological Data Sets 

Once we combine the ice sheet model with the climate model, we have to bring this coupled system into its 

quasi-equilibrium. Therefore, the input flux that drives the growth shall be balanced by the ice loss fluxes on 

average. To estimate if this is feasible with the climate delivered by the climate model, we compare EC-

Earth's preindustrial climate with contemporary climatological estimates. Although the preindustrial climate is 

colder than the present state, we compare the steady-state of the control simulations under the preindustrial 

climate with climatological data sets. We use the preindustrial steady-state because a historical climate 

simulation does not necessarily represent the observed climate due to internal climate variability. The 

comparison should be viable as long as the climatology is based on the few last decades as the temperature 

record at the Amundsen–Scott Base at the South Pole indicates (Clem et al., 2020). 

6.1 2m-Air Temperature 
Figure shows the long-term mean 2m-air temperature. Across the entire Antarctic Ice Sheet, the reference 

values are -34.8°C or -34.6°C based on simulations with the RACMO model (Van Wessem et al., 2014) or 

preliminary results of the HIRHAM model (Nicolaj Hansen 2020; personal communication). If we average the 

temperature only over grounded ice, the corresponding average temperatures are -36.2°C and -36.1°C, 

respectively. Over the Ross Ice Shelf and Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf, the mean temperature is not warmer 
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than -20°C. The area with an average temperature colder than -50°C covers a large part of the Antarctica 

plateau as part of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet. Along the coast, the temperatures are colder than -10°C. 

Temperatures above -10°C appear at the northern Antarctica Peninsula. 

The temperature distribution of the preindustrial climate has a similar structure. The Antarctic plateau is the 

coldest region, a ring of warmer temperatures extend along the coast, and the highest temperatures occur at 

the northern tip of the Antarctic Peninsula. However, across the entire continent, the temperature is 5.9°C or 

5.7°C warmer than RACMO or HIRHAM, respectively. The detailed temperature difference distribution 

highlights some small scale fluctuations driven by topographic hummocks that are not resolved by the global 

climate model. 

 

Figure 6  2m-air temperature over Antarctica. The subplots a) and b) show the average 2m-air 
temperature of the regional climate models RACMO (a) and HIRHAM (b), respectively. ERA-Interim 
has forced them. The lower left subplot c) depicts the temperature of preindustrial simulations with 
EC-Earth. These subplots use the left colorbar. The subplots d) and e) are the temperature difference 
between EC-Earth and RACMO, and EC-Earth and HIRHAM. These different plots use the right 
colorbar. Below each subfigure, the numbers in the square brackets report the average. The first 
number is the value across the entire plot covering Antarctica, while the second number's value is 
restricted to grounded ice. The black dashed line represents the grounding line position that 
encloses grounded ice. 

Of particular interest are the high temperature anomalies over the Ross Ice Shelf north of the Antarctic 

Mountains ( Figured, e). It is partly related to the c-shaped warm structure with a temperature above -20°C 

over the West Antarctic Ice Sheet and Ross Ice Shelf ( Figurec). These anomalies can punctuate a too thin 

Ross Ice Shelf and trigger afterward iceberg calving that weakens the Ross Ice Shelf. Such an event might 

be at work between second 2 and second 6 in the supplementary material of Garbe et al. (Garbe et al., 

2020) Supplementary Video 1 at https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41586-020-

2727-5/MediaObjects/41586_2020_2727_MOESM1_ESM.mp4). 

https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41586-020-2727-5/MediaObjects/41586_2020_2727_MOESM1_ESM.mp4
https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1038%2Fs41586-020-2727-5/MediaObjects/41586_2020_2727_MOESM1_ESM.mp4
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6.2 Precpitation 
The total precipitation across the Antarctic ( Figure) delivers in total 2550 Gt/year or 2910 Gt/year according 

to RACMO (Van Wessem et al., 2014) or HIRHAM (Nicolaj Hansen 2020; personal communication). If we 

restrict the accumulation area to grounded ice, the reported yearly mass gain is 2080 Gt/year or 

2370 Gt/year, respectively. These simulations highlight that the Antarctic interior is a desert because it 

receives less than 100 mm precipitation per year. More precipitation falls along the coasts, where a rising 

surface triggers topographic precipitation when incoming storms are lifted upward on their way inward. The 

wettest region is the coastal strip of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet that extends eastward from the Ross Ice 

Shelf via the Amundsen Sea up to the northern tip of the Antarctic Peninsula. 

 

Figure 7 Like Figure 6, but it depicts precipitation over Antarctica. The subplots a) and b) show the 
average precipitation of RACMO (a) and HIRHAM (b), respectively. The lower left subplot c) depicts 
precipitation of EC-Earth. The subplots d) and e) are the precipitation difference between EC-Earth 
and RACMO, and EC-Earth and HIRHAM. Below each subfigure, the squared brackets report the 
integrated amount. The first number is the value across the whole of Antarctica, while the second 
number's value is restricted to grounded ice. The black dashed line follows the grounding line. 

EC-Earth simulates a desert across the Antarctic plateau and more precipitation along the coasts. The 

integrated precipitation across the continent or the ground ice area amounts to 3610 Gt/year or 

3010 Gt/year. Hence, EC-Earth's precipitation fallen on Antarctica exceeds the estimates by 1060 Gt/year 

and 700 Gt/year, respectively. These differences correspond to 41% and 24% of RACMO's and HIRHAM's 

values, respectively. The overall wetter coasts probably drive these large differences, as the difference plots 

reveal ( Figured,e). 

6.3 Surface Mass Balance via Tuning of the PDD Approach 
Supposed tuning the Degree Day Factors (DDF) of the Positive Degree Day approach, beyond common 

values, would correctly compute the surface mass balance. We analyze how large the DDFs would have to 

be and if they would exceed common DDF values for snow in the range of 3 mm/day/°C to 12 mm/day/°C, 
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and large values for ice commonly between 5 mm/day/°C and 20 mm/day/°C (Hock, 2003). A DDF 

represents the susceptibility of a snow or ice surface to conditions driving surface melting, such as shading 

that lowers melting or enhanced melting due to a darkened surface by added impurities. Shading leads to a 

lower DDF, while a darkening calls for a higher DDF. For the Khumbu Glacier in Nepal, the debris-free 

glacier requires a DDF (16.9 mm/day/°C); it is a common value. However, a thin debris layer of 0.3 cm and 

2 cm results in a large DDF factor of 37.2 mm/day/°C and 26.0 mm/day/°C, respectively (Kayastha et al., 

2000). In contrast, an even thicker layer protects the ice from radiation and turbulent heat flux, which 

explains that a 40cm thicker debris layer requires a small value of 5.3 mm/day/°C (Kayastha et al., 2000). 

Although it seems reasonable to assume that DDF factors are limited, we consider the DDF factors as freely 

adjustable parameters. While exploring the range of DDFs, we also investigate if EC-Earth's 2m-air 

temperature or the precipitation may inhibit a direct coupling. 

 

Figure 8 The plots show two families of curves. The rightward declining curves depict the integrated 
surface mass balance (left y-axis with blue labels), whereas the upward rising curves represent the 
integrated ablation (a right x-axis with red labels). The legend shows the mean of the lines. The 
horizontal dotted line follows the zero surface mass balance value, at which ice loss and ice gain are 
balanced. The results of the first three lines labeled "EC-Earth (piControl)", "HIRHAM", and "RACMO" 
are obtained by using both the 2m-air temperature (T2m) and precipitation (precip) exclusively from 
the labeled model. The remaining curves show the results of where the temperature and precipitation 
come from models. The model names behind the T2m and precip label indicate the used model. 

For simplicity, we have here simultaneously increased the DDF for snow and ice.  Figure shows the 

integrated surface mass balance (SMB) across Antarctica for different combinations of DDF values for snow 

(lower x-axis) and ice (upper x-axis). Hence, the plot contains two families of curves. This plot shows the 

SMB and ablation for simulations driven by temperature and precipitation from RACMO, HIRHAM, and EC-

Earth. Because EC-Earth has the highest integrated precipitation ( Figure), its SMB starts at the highest end, 
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followed by HIRHAM and RACMO. As expected, a higher pair of DDF reduces the surface mass balance 

(SMB) caused by amplified ablation. The temperature controls the curves' slope. Since EC-Earth has the 

warmest distribution ( Figure), all simulations considering EC-Earth's 2m-air temperature show a distinct 

decrease in the SMB with increasing DDFs.  Figure shows the spatial distribution of SMB and ablation for the 

DDF values for snow and ice of 150 mm/day/°C and 400 mm/day/°C, respectively. For this combination, the 

SMB is slightly positive under EC-Earth forcing. This SMB distribution would represent an Antarctic Ice Sheet 

that behaves like Greenland, where ablation is essential, and where low laying marginal parts of the ice 

sheet experience mass loss. 

 

Figure 9 The surface mass balance a) and ablation b) for simulations with EC-Earth preindustrial 
forcing for DDF of 150 mm/day/°C and 400 mm/day/°C. The dashed white line in the surface mass 
balance plot represents the equilibrium line, where mass gain and mass loss are balanced. 

The high temperatures in EC-Earth allow generating a negative surface mass balance for DDF values in the 

middle of the scanned DDF range. Above these values, Antarctica would also lose mass at the surface. 

However, the required DDF values for snow above 100 mm/day/°C and ice above 250 mm/day/°C are far too 

high. An SMB, which is computed by EC-Earth forcing and shall be as large as the estimates from RACMO 

and HIRHAM, would require DDF values for snow and ice of about 40—60 mm/day/°C and 100—

150 mm/day/°C. Also these values are too huge for being realistic. 

6.4 The Ocean’s Salinity 
In the standard setup of EC-Earth, all precipitation fallen on Antarctica is redirected into the neighboring 

ocean. This procedure closes the hydrological budget under the assumption of an ice sheet in steady-state. 

Since the ocean' conditions control the ice loss, we inspect the upper ocean salinity and temperature 

distribution around Antarctica. Please note that the analyzed fields might be similar at the beginning of 

coupled simulations because we aim initially for a steady-state ice sheet too. 

The salinity in the ocean's upper 200 m ( Figure) is broadly similar in the two reference data sets: World 

Ocean Atlas 2018 (WOA18) and ISMIP6 (Jourdain et al., 2020). A local minimum characterizes the Weddell 

Gyre. A half-ring of reduced salinities extend eastward of the Weddell Gyre up to the Ross Sea as part of the 

Indian Ocean. A “wind vane” of lower salinities seems to develop from the Antarctic Peninsula's northern tip 

that progresses westward into the Pacific. The lowest salinities occur at the western edge of the Ross Ice 

Shelf margin near Ross Island. However, we detect differences on smaller scales that are apparently not 

resolved by WOA18. But these differences are small compared to the anomaly between EC-Earth and these 

two data sets, as we will see below. Therefore, we do not discuss these differences further. 

EC-Earth reproduce the large-scale structure of higher and lower salinities connected with the large scale 

circulation ( Figurec). However, the difference plots of EC-Earth with WOA18 ( Figured) or ISMIP6 ( Figuree), 

respectively, reveal substantial differences. Since we want to couple our ice sheet model and its ice shelves 

with the ocean, we restrict ourselves to differences in the coast area. In the Pacific sector between the 

Antarctic Peninsula and the Ross Ice Shelf, EC-Earth is saltier by up to 0.65 g/kg compared to the 
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references -- Please note, we report here the salinity as g/kg based on the former definition of the Practical 

Salinity Unit. Following the Antarctica Coastal Current that flows from the Ross Ice Shelf anticlockwise 

through the Indian Ocean into the Atlantic up to the Antarctic Peninsula, we detect a significantly too fresh 

surface ocean in EC-Earth along the entire coastal area. The salt deficit is up to 0.55 g/kg. Since salinity 

determines the ocean state in this cold region, a too fresh surface ocean represents an enforced lip 

suppressing convection. 

 

Figure 10 Average salinity in the ocean between the surface and 200 m depth. The subplots a) and b) 
show the climatological mean of the World Ocean Atlas 2018 (WOA2018, WOA18) (a) and ISMIP6 
prepared data set (Jourdain at al., 2020)(b), respectively. The lower left subplot c) depicts the salinity 
of preindustrial simulations with EC-Earth. These subplots use the left colorbar. The subplots d) and 
e) are the salinity difference between EC-Earth and WOA2018, and EC-Earth and ISMIP6. These 
different plots use the right colorbar. The white landmask is deduced from the shown data set except 
for ISMIP6. There we apply a mask of grounded ice derived from the BEDMAP topography data set 
(Fretwell et al., 2013). 

6.5 The Ocean’s Potential Temperature 
Around Antarctica, the ocean potential temperature in the upper 200 m is coldest towards the coasts ( 

Figurea, b). An extented area of coldest temperatures occurs in front of the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf that 

extends northward until the Antarctic Peninsula tip. Warm temperatures exist in the eastward flowing 

Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Gille2016), which appear in  Figurea as warm (yellow) areas. 

EC-Earth reproduces this general pattern ( Figurec), but overall the ocean temperatures are generally too 

warm ( Figured, e) except for a region around the Greenwich Meridian and in front of the Filchner-Ronne Ice 

Shelf. The temperature difference surpasses 2.5°C along the West Antarctic Ice Sheet coast, where we have 

the most vulnerable ic shelves (Khazendar et al., 2016; Milillo et al., 2019; Morlighem et al., 2020; Rignot et 

al., 2013, 2014; Webber et al., 2017). Such a pronounced temperature bias could prevent us from coupling 

EC-Earth and PISM directly because the related intense temperature forcing would melt the fringing ice 
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shelves that support the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. Consequently, the Marine Ice Sheet Instability (Mercer, 

1978; Pattyn, 2018; Weertman, 1974) would trigger a runway loss of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. 

The average ocean temperature of the upper 800 m highlights that EC-Earth has an ocean temperature bias 

in front of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. This bias is strongly pronounced in the Amundsen Sea and the Ross 

Sea in front of the Ross Ice Shelf. 

 

Figure 11 Like figure 10, but displays the average potential ocean temperature between the surface 
and 200 m depth. The subplots a) and b) show the climatological mean of the World Ocean Atlas 
2018 (WOA2018, WOA18) (a) and ISMIP6 (Jourdain et al., 2020)(b), respectively. The lower left subplot 
c) depicts the salinity of the EC-Earth simulation. The subplots d) and e) are the temperature 
difference between EC-Earth and WOA2018, and EC-Earth and ISMIP6. The white landmask stems 
from the shown data set except for ISMIP6, where it shows the mask of grounded ice (Fretwell et al., 
2013). 

7 Coupling via PICO 
Supposed we couple initially EC-Earth with PISM, we would start from a state of a quasi-equilibrium. Under 

the assumption that we would have an ice sheet resembling the observed state, we try to find the 

combination of parameters controlling the basal melting in shelves that lead to a mass loss that corresponds 

to observational estimates. Therefore, we alter the parameters called "turbulent exchange velocity for 

temperature" and "overturning strength", while considering the two additional constraints of the PICO model 

(Reese et al., 2018). These require that we have basal melting at the grounding line and that the melting is 

smaller in the next row of grid boxes. 

We use the BEDMAP ice sheet geometry (Fretwell et al., 2013) and force the model with two forcing data 

sets for analyzing the impact of the two PICO parameters on the total basal melt loss. First, we use the EC-

Earth forcing directly, while the ISMIP6 data set (Jourdain et al., 2020) has been used as the second data 

set. We compare these integrated basal melting amounts with three independent estimates; Depoorter et 
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al. (Depoorter et al., 2013) reported a basal melting of (1454±174 Gt/yr) for the period between 1995 and 

2009; Rignot et al. (Rignot et al., 2013) published a value of 1325±235 Gt/yr for the period 2003—2008; and 

Liu et al. (Liu et al., 2015) reported 1516±106 Gt/yr between 2005 and 2011. 

 

Figure 12 Like figure 11, it displays the average potential ocean, but it expands the depth range from 
the surface to 800 m depth. 

Supposed the ice shelves would not disintegrate under the strong thermal forcing applied along the coast of 

the West Antarctic Ice Sheet ( Figurec), for common combinations of both parameters, we would strongly 

overestimate the total ice loss by basal melting. Preliminary results of an extended search reveal values that 

are consistent with observational estimates (not shown). 

If we replace the EC-Earth forcing with ISMIP6 forcing, we find combinations of both PICO parameters that 

reproduce the observed basal melting. These parameter combinations are also closer to the reference value 

of the PICO publication (Reese et al., 2018). Here, we also have extended the search to find further 

combinations parameters representing the observed state (not shown). 

8 Discussion 

8.1 Consequences of the Climatological Biases 
The atmospheric temperature bias over the Southern Ocean supports the detected excessive precipitation 

over Antarctica. Considering that the Antarctic Ice Sheet is in a steady-state, the amount of precipitation 

falling on Antarctica is released as freshwater into the ambient ocean. Since we detect along the East 

Antarctic Ice Sheet's coasts too intensive precipitation ( Figure), the related coastal freshwater release 

dilutes the ocean. It freshes the upper surface and coin the salinity difference ( Figure). Since salinity for 

such cold ocean temperature ( Figure) defines the state of the ocean and, therefore, determines the ocean's 

dynamical behavior, this salinity bias has consequences for the coupling of EC-Earth with PISM. 
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Figure 13 The left subplot a) shows integrated ice mass loss by basal melting for an ice sheet 
geometry retrieved from BEDMAP2 (Fretwell et al., 2013). Here we the ocean data coming directly 
from the EC-Earth model. We vary along the x-axis the Overturning strength, and along the y-axis the 
turbulent exchange velocity for temperature. The right subplot b) shows estimates of the basal 
melting, including the uncertainties. Blue colors stand for an integrated melting rate exceeding the 
average mean observational estimate, while a red color illustrates an underestimation. Those parts in 
subplot a) with faded colors do not fulfill the additional constraints. Hence, the related combinations 
are invalid. The yellow box in the subplot a) highlight the reference value found in the PICO 
publication (Reese et al., 2018a). 

The too warm ocean in front of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet prevents a direct coupling because the thermal 

driving would trigger a widespread disintegration of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, as preliminary standalone 

ice sheet simulations suggest (not shown). 

Furthermore, the search for reasonable parameters controlling the PICO submodel highlights that the direct 

application of EC-Earth's climate fields may hinder us from representing the Antarctic ice sheet in a coupled 

system realistically. Therefore, we decide to use an anomaly coupling approach. Currently, we apply the EC-

Earth atmospheric anomaly forcing field on the top of the RACMO estimates. We consider replacing RACMO 

with HIRHAM depending on the coming progress. In addition, we add oceanographic anomaly fields from 

EC-Earth on top of ISMIP6. Again, we prepare for replacing ISMIP6 with WOA18 because we have found 

substantial differences in some basins. 

8.2 Examples of transformed fields from EC-Earth to PISM and vice versa 
The workflow of the coupling is described in the publication of Gierz at al. (Gierz et al., 2020). To get an 

impression of the step, we examine one exchange of fields from the atmosphere model IFS to the ice sheet 

model PISM and vice versa ( Figure). Afterward, we show an example for the transfer between the ocean 

model NEMO and PISM ( Figure). 

To drive the PDD to determine the surface mass balance, PISM requires the total precipitation and the 2m-

air temperature. The latter is also used to determine the temperature of the ice surface. Therefore, 6-hourly 

IFS output data files in the GRIB format are transformed to the PISM grid ( Figurea, b). After the PISM run, 
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the updated ice sheet topography expressed as surface elevation is converted back onto the IFS grid ( 

Figurec, d). The updated surface elevation on the IFS grid contains only the part covered by the PISM 

domain. Therefore an additional step, which merges the topography beyond the PISM domain, is required 

before IFS gets an updated global orography. 

 

Figure 14 Like Figure 13, but we use the ISMIP6 data set (Jourdain et al., 2020) to force PICO (Reese 
et al., 2018a). 

The same workflow is used for the exchange between the ocean model NEMO and PISM. Since the ice shelf 

parameterization PICO needs a two-dimensional field in the XY-plane, we average the ocean temperature in 

the vertical. The average is computed between 200 m and 700 m because the inflow of water into the ice 

shelves occurs near the ocean floor. The floor's depth is defined by glacial scraped troughs in the continental 

shelf and broader continental shelf, which has an average depth of about 500 m around Antarctica. The 

vertical average ocean temperature is regridded onto the PISM grid and extrapolated into the ice shelf 

caverns. For the extrapolation, a distance-weighted approach is used. Therefore, the ocean temperature 

between the western and eastern Ross Ice Shelf differs ( Figureb). However, the PICO model computes the 

basal melting for predefined basins, and the entire Ross Ice Shelf is part of one basin in our setup. A mean 

temperature that is characteristic for each basin is applied in PICO. This procedure smooths small scale 

variations as those identified in the Ross Ice Shelf. 

As part of the PISM simulation, the iceberg calving and basal melting in ice shelf caverns are computed and 

written into a file. These fields are regridded after the PISM simulation onto the NEMO grid, as shown in  

Figurec, d. Since the NEMO grid does not cover the entire Ross Ice Shelf nor Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf, the 

simple regridding would miss the basal melt flux at the southernmost edge. Therefore, a rescaling is 

necessary to close the freshwater budget. Furthermore, the freshwater input regridded on the ocean model's 

land point needed to be reshuffled into the ocean. Since this is working in progress, we use a temporary 

solution. For the time being, all freshwater is transferred onto the atmosphere grid, where the hydrological 

scheme routes the freshwater, as it does for precipitation, to the coastal ocean. There it is finally released 

into the surface ocean. This procedure has been tested in the coupled setup of PISM and AWI‑ CM (Gierz et 

al., 2020). 
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Figure 15 Example of fields exchanged between the atmosphere model IFS and the ice sheet model 
PISM. The annual 2m-air temperature distribution on the native IFS grid (A, upper left) is transformed 
via SCOPE to the native PISM grid (B, upper right) to drive the PISM simulations. After the PISM run, 
an updated surface elevation of the ice sheet (C, lower right) is transformed on the IFS grid (D, lower 
left). 

9 Conclusion 
A preliminary setup that couples the climate model EC-Earth and the ice sheet model PISM representing the 

Antarctic Ice Sheet has been developed. The first results are encouraging and highlight that the applied 

coupling strategy seems to work. However, we need to finalize PISM's initial state before long-term coupled 

simulations can be performed. Also, we haven't decided about the final reference which will be used for the 

anomaly coupling. For the atmosphere side, we will either use RACMO or HIRHAM. We will choose between 

the World Ocean Atlas 2018 or the ISMIP6 data set (Jourdain et al., 2020) as oceanographic reference. In 

the longer-term, we plan to adapt a more sophisticated surface mass balance model. It will represent already 

seen changes as the two-week-long melting event in West Antarctica in 2016 (Nicolas et al., 2017). We will 

do these tasks in collaboration with the work dedicated to integrating the Greenland Ice Sheet. We envision 

a system that contains both ice sheets, Greenland and Antarctic, to disentangle reciprocal links that may 

amplify or damp a changing global climate system. 
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Figure 16 Example of fields exchanged between the ocean model NEMO and the ice sheet model 
PISM. The annual potential ocean temperature distribution on the native NEMO grid (A, upper left) is 
transformed via SCOPE to the native PISM grid (B, upper right) to drive the PISM simulations. After 
the PISM run, basal melting and calving fluxes of the ice sheet (C, lower right) is transformed onto 
the NEMO grid (D, lower left). The white lines in the lower right subfigure (C) follows the defined 
basins used by the PICO model. 
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10 Appendix 
In SCOPE, the transformation of fields between different model grids is controlled by a YMAL-configuration 

file. The file used to produce the files shown in the Figure and Figure follows below. 

 
#  

# Usage: scope send|receive YAML-file ifs|nemo|pism  

#  

template_replacements:  

   EXP_ID: "p001" 

   LEG_NUMBER: "002" 

COUPLE_SUBDIR: "pism.couple" 

DATA_DIR: "/work/diskspace/UserName/ecearth3_exp/" 

ROOT_DIR: "/work/diskspace/UserName/ecearth3_exp/" 

COUPLE_SUBDIR: "pism.couple" 

DATE_PATTERN_6: "[0-9]{6}" 

DATE_PATTERN_8: "[0-9]{8}"  

 

# ---------------------------------------------------------------  

scope:  

   couple_dir: "{{ ROOT_DIR }}/{{ EXP_ID }}/{{ COUPLE_SUBDIR }}"  

   "number openMP processes": 8  

 

# ---------------------------------------------------------------  

#  

# IFS atmosphere  

#  

ifs:  

   type: atmosphere  

griddes: T255grid  

outdata_dir: "{{ DATA_DIR }}/{{ EXP_ID }}/output/ifs/{{ LEG_NUMBER }}"  

code_table: "ecmwf"  

pre_send:  

      program: "echo '*** IFS is ready to send: >>{{ COUPLE_SUBDIR }}<< ***'"  

   post_send:  

      program: "cdo -O -t ecmwf -f nc setgridtype,regular -monmean -shifttime,-

1sec {{ ROOT_DIR }}/{{ EXP_ID }}/{{ COUPLE_SUBDIR }}/atmosphere_file_for_ice.dat 

atm.tmp; mv atm.tmp {{ ROOT_DIR }}/{{ EXP_ID }}/{{ COUPLE_SUBDIR 

}}/atmosphere_file_for_ice.dat; echo '*** IFS completed sending ***'"  

   send:  

      ice:  

         T2M:  

            files:  

               pattern: "ICMGG{{ EXP_ID }}\\+{{ DATE_PATTERN_6 }}"  

               take:  

what: files  

newest: "{{ 4 * 365 }}"  

            cdo:  

- "-setgrid,T255"  

- "-shifttime,-1sec"  

- "-monmean"  

            code_table: "ecmwf"  

            convert_to_netcdf: False  

   recieve:  
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ice:  

usurf:  

interp: bil  

target_file: "{{ ROOT_DIR }}/{{ EXP_ID }}/{{ COUPLE_SUBDIR 

}}/ice2atm_given_file.nc"  

cdo:  

      - "expr,'elevation=usurf'"  

      - "setunit,'m'"  

      # - "expr,'geosp=usurf*9.81'"  

      # - "setunit,'m-2 s-2'"  

# ---------------------------------------------------------------  

#  

# NEMO Ocean  

#  

nemo:  

type: ocean  

griddes: "/home/UserName/share/SCOPE/ECE2PISM/ocean.ORCA1L75.griddes"  

outdata_dir: "{{ ROOT_DIR }}/{{ EXP_ID }}/output/nemo/{{ LEG_NUMBER }}"  

pre_send:  

   program: "echo '*** NEMO is ready to send: >>{{ COUPLE_SUBDIR }}<< ***'"  

post_send:  

      program: "cdo -timmean {{ ROOT_DIR }}/{{ EXP_ID }}/{{ COUPLE_SUBDIR 

}}/ocean_file_for_ice.dat oce.tmp; mv oce.tmp {{ ROOT_DIR }}/{{ EXP_ID }}/{{ 

COUPLE_SUBDIR }}/ocean_file_for_ice.dat; echo '*** NEMO completed sending ***'"  

 

   send:  

ice:  

   thetao:  

      files:  

         pattern: "{{ EXP_ID }}_1m_{{ DATE_PATTERN_8 }}_{{ DATE_PATTERN_8 

}}_grid_T.nc"  

      take:  

         what: files  

         newest: 1  

recieve:  

   ice:  

      ice2oce_flux:  

interp: bil  

receive_from: [basal_mass_flux_floating, 

tendency_of_ice_amount_due_to_discharge]  

target_file: "{{ ROOT_DIR }}/{{ EXP_ID }}/{{ COUPLE_SUBDIR 

}}/ice2atm_given_file.nc"  

cdo:  

               - expr,'ice2oce_flux 

=(basal_mass_flux_floating+tendency_of_ice_amount_due_to_discharge)'"  

 

# ---------------------------------------------------------------  

#  

# PISM ice sheet  

#  

pism: 

type: ice  

griddes: "/home/UserName/share/SCOPE/ECE2PISM/Antarctica/ice.griddes"  
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outdata_dir: "{{ ROOT_DIR }}/{{ EXP_ID }}/PISM/PISM_{{ EXP_ID }}/save/extra"  

pre_send:  

   program: "echo '*** PISM is ready to send: >>{{ COUPLE_SUBDIR }}<< ***'  

post_send:  

   program: "echo '*** PISM completed sending ***'"  

recieve:  

atmosphere:  

   T2M:  

      interp: bil  

            target_file: "{{ ROOT_DIR }}/{{ EXP_ID }}/{{ COUPLE_SUBDIR 

}}/atmosphere_given_file.nc"  

   cdo:  

      - "timmean"  

      - "setreftime,0000-01-01,00:00:00"  

      - "settaxis,0000-01-01,00:00:00"  

      - "setunit,Kelvin"  

      - "expr,'air_temp=T2M'"  

ocean:  

thetao:  

 interp: bil  

            target_file: "{{ ROOT_DIR }}/{{ EXP_ID }}/{{ COUPLE_SUBDIR 

}}/ocean_given_file.nc"  

 cdo:  

   - "timmean"  

   - "setreftime,0000-01-01,00:00:00"  

   - "settaxis,0000-01-01,00:00:00"  

- "setunit,Kelvin"  

- "expr,theta_ocean=thetao+273.15"  

- "sellevidx,31/42"  

- setmisstodis  

- vertmean  

send:  

atmosphere:  

   usurf:  

      files:  

         pattern: "PISM_{{ EXP_ID }}.extra.*.nc"  

         take:  

            what: files  

            newest: 1  

   ocean:  

      basal_mass_flux_floating:  

         files:  

            pattern: "PISM_{{ EXP_ID }}.extra.*.nc"  

            take:  

what: files  

newest: 1  

            tendency_of_ice_amount_due_to_discharge:  

         files:  

pattern: "PISM_{{ EXP_ID }}.extra.*.nc"  

take:  

   what: files  

   newest: 1 

# 
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# ---------------------------------------------------------------  

# -- last line 
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